
INDEPENDENT AUDIT PROCESS FLOWCHART

City/Town (C/T) hires Independent Audit Group (IAG) – 
C/T provides a copy of IAG / C/T contract to OTC Legal. 

IAG hires an auditor who will go thru Oklahoma Tax 
Commission (OTC) training by the OTC Audit 

IAG or C/T or OTC requests an audit be performed. 

OTC will pull research on the audit lead within 30 days of 
receipt. 

C/T determines which IAG will work the audit and notifies 
the OTC of their selection. 

OTC 
Approve? 

OTC legal division will notify all C/T’s via letter of an audit 
taking place in their jurisdiction.  OTC legal sends a letter 
offering C/T to opt in or out of audit on taxpayer.  C/T has 

60 days to respond.  OTC legal follows up. 

IAG requests from OTC a Field Audit number (FA #) for the 
audit AND C/T provides research to IAG. 

OTC will send an audit notification letter to the taxpayer 
informing them of the impending audit by the selected 

IAG.  A copy of the letter is send to C/T and IAG. 

IAG initiates contact with taxpayer and schedules opening 
conference and audit timeline. 

IAG may send confirming letter to taxpayer with copy of 
letter to C/T, opt in C/T’s, and OTC. 

Field work complete and exit conference performed with 
taxpayer. 

IAG will provide exit letter denoting Oklahoma Statutes, 
rules and regulations supporting the conclusions and 

dates to review findings. 

C/T sends completed audit to OTC for review of 
conclusions and assessment. 

OTC assesses and collects audit. 

Auditor completes OTC 
training and OTC informs 

IAG management. 

Discuss with C/T why 
denied.  Process ends for 
C/T and IAG and OTC logs 

outcome. 

OTC legal contacts OTC 
Complainace when a C/T 
opts out.  Compliance will 

notify C/T. 

OTC legal obtains a copy of 
the agreement between 

opted in C/T and IAG.  
Copy to Compliance. 

C/T that opted-in C/T that opted-out 

IAG will determine if they 
will complete audit. 
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OTC reviews and determines if 
OTC wants to audit.  IAG 
process ends.  OTC sends 

withdrawl letter to taxpayer, if 

IAG revises and goes over 
with C/T. 

OTC review & 
acceptance? Y N 

Y 

OTC audit revisions issued. 

OTC issues payment. 

OTC will inform sponsoring 
C/T and IAG that the 
assessment has been 
accepted by the OTC. 

Taxpayer pays within 30 days & penalty is waived, OR Taxpayer 
assessment goes final in 60 days and OTC collects, OR Taxpayer 

protests - IAG to assist OTC legal to defend results. 
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